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Funding for Schools – Introduction

We are not going to sugar coat it. At first glance, applying for grant funding can 
appear time consuming, frustrating, overwhelming and difficult!

But it can also be rewarding, motivating (especially if you are succesful), useful 
and productive. 

GrantGrant Funding can enable your school to provide a deeper and more             
substantial Creative Offer, and help you achieve greater outcomes for your  
students. Don’t limit yourself to just looking for funding for the creative          
aspects of school life. By thinking about your whole school, you may be able to 
make your budget go further in all aspects of the curriculum and enrichment 
activities, giving you just a little more flexibility to your whole school budget.

ThisThis guide is designed to help you think about the ‘bigger picture’ and how it 
fits with your schools’ unique needs, challenges and community.

We understand your fear that you may put a lot of time and effort into       
something that has no guarantee of success, and sometimes you just need a 
little help to know where to start. We are guessing that you have questions and 
concerns, and this may be as much about the ‘finding time’ element - not just 
the more technical tasks of writing grant applications.

ThisThis guide isn’t the be all, and end all, of grant funding information; it is         
designed to get you off the mark, to think deeper about the potential benefits 
of grant funding, and to give you some useful, and practical tools to navigate 
the process. It will help you set up systems and processes that will underpin 
your future applications.
 
IIt has evolved through many years of experience, siing through the best (and 
the worst) of the funding information available in books, websites and blogs. 
But the biggest contribution to this guide is from simply doing multiple         
applications, some succesful, some not, and using this experience to create 
time saving systems and processes. 

TheThere are many sources of information about grant funding, and some useful 
sources are listed in steps 8 and 9. One book in particular, ‘Writing Better 
Fundraising Applications – A practical guide: Mike Eastwood and Michael 
Norton’ has provided much inspiration, which has then been honed and        
developed to suit the particular needs of schools. If you are wanting to gain a 
deeper understanding of the grant funding process, this is an excellent             
resource. Never be afraid to ask for help, and don’t think that you can, or 
should, do it all should, do it all by yourself. 

Each step is designed to give you a simple starting point. In time, as you gain 
experience and confidence, you will be able to add to these foundations. 
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Each step includes ideas that can help you record information, but don’t limit 
yourself to these systems. If you prefer to mind map – then mind map. If you 
prefer pen and paper to electronic systems, then stick to what you feel                 
comfortable with. But the three pieces of advice that we really suggest you              
acknowledge are: 

1. Focus on the essential – eliminate the rest

2.2. Under promise and over deliver

3. If you need to do something more than once – create a system
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Grant Funding - The Bigger Picture

How does grant funding fit into your overall school development plan?

IIt can be all too easy to jump ‘head first’ into applying for grants, particularly if you 
have simply been tasked with the job or sent a list of grants (and deadlines) and 
you feel obliged to make a start! But, by taking a step back to think about the 
bigger picture, you could save a huge amount of time, and stress, in the long run 
and even reap greater rewards. 

The strongest grant applications are almost always a result of collaborative ideas, 
joint strategies and a ‘whole school approach’. 

GrantGrant funding is simply one element of a ‘Bigger Picture’ and needs to be              
approached in a strategic manner to maximise every penny and every                    
opportunity. 

The following elements should 
be viewed as an interactive cycle:

Collaborative Working

IIt o en feels like there just aren’t enough hours in the day, and the thought of    
contacting multiple partners to develop collaborative ways of working, may feel 
like an unsurmountable task. 

But genuine, collaborative working can bring with it, fresh ideas, information,     
resources and opportunities. It can be as simple or as complicated as you make it. 

Create a list of the people and organisations that your school already works with. 
This could include:

 

• Parents
• Health Services – GP’s, Health Visitors, Dentists
• Police, Police Community Support Officers
• Local businesses
• Community Organisations – Uniformed groups such as   
Scouts, Guides, Creative Groups, Youth Groups etc.
•• Organisations that deliver activities in your school – a er 
school activities, breakfast club, sports coaching, artists.
• Companies you purchase from – equipment, maintenance, 
even the window cleaner!



Do you understand the priorities of each of their organisations, their aspirations, 
their goals? Can you find any common ground? 

Have these potential partners conducted any research that involves your school 
community – and would they be willing or able to share their findings with you?

Can any of these potential partners access grant funding that your school isn’t   
directly eligible for – and are they looking for delivery partners?

Do aDo any of your pupils’ parents run a local business, or have you asked them what 
company they work for? Some companies have grant funding schemes that only 
employees can access or may offer volunteer support.

Proactive Media 

You may wonder what proactive media has to do with generating grant funding, 
but this is a vital part of the jigsaw!

ImpImproving the visibility of all the fantastic things your school does and creating 
awareness of the impact your school has upon your local community can        
generate new strategic partnerships – leading to increased opportunities to 
access funding.

How can your school be more proactive – in the limited time that you have? 
This isn’t an inclusive list, and you may be able to add many more, but here are a 
few pointers.

  

Many funders rely on a partnership approach to generate awareness about their 
offer and will welcome any publicity (but make sure you follow individual 
funders guidelines). This also helps to develop the reputation and credibility of 
your school in relation to grant funding and can provide vital evidence for future 
applications.

Social Media – make sure you are following and being followed by as 
many potential partners within your community. Consider the platforms 
you use, are these the most suitable for your ‘target market’?

School newsletter – this is of obvious value to parents, but who else in 
the community could benefit from this? Can you set up an email         
distribution list and send it electronically?  

TText service – lots of schools use text messages to communicate with 
parents, are you using this service to raise positive awareness?

Local Press – do you have the contact details for local newspapers?

Other organisations newsletters – particularly those aimed at your local 
community; these organisations may well welcome some ready-made 
content, perhaps even pupil contributors.  
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Monitoring and Evaluation

O en the least enjoyed part of the grant funding process, but a vital element of 
the funding cycle. Many grant funders will ask you to consider this at the               
application stage, and it is well worth thinking through what systems and            
processes you already have in place within your school. 

MaMany funders will ask for a report at the end of your project, and some will require 
interim reports and updates. 

Efficient, simple systems that record outcomes, and learning, both positive and 
negative are crucial. Evidence will be vital for future applications, but can also be 
used for OfSTED inspections, and other school requirements. 

Income Generation

GrantGrant Funding is a great thing to have and can enable and support your school to 
deliver a whole range of enhanced activities, but it is just as important to identify 
other fundraising opportunities. 

Funding can solve some, but not all problems, so clarify what you want to achieve.

DoDo you really need grant funding for the activity or item or would an ‘in kind’   
contribution be just as useful? Do you have potential partners who could fund, or 
deliver this activity for you? Are there any schemes that offer support rather than 
funding? 

Could a local business, or service offer support or even sponsorship, in return for 
an article in your school newsletter? 

Checklist:

  

Create or update a list of potential partners – name,                     
organisation and contact  details, and key focus or aim.

Identify the different ways your school communicates with ‘the 
outside world’ – newsletters, mailing lists, social media          
platforms etc.

Establish the key systems for monitoring and evaluation            
already in place.

EstablishEstablish the key problems your school wishes to solve by       
generating further income, support or resources.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Step 1 – Getting Organised

WWe all know too well the challenges of working in a busy school environment. You 
have just sat down, logged in through the several layers of security on your laptop, 
opened the document – and there is a knock at the door. Somebody needs a first 
aider, a child has lost their jumper, a parent has just turned up with some vital     
documents – and so the list goes on. Trying to focus on complex tasks can be    
challenging enough, but when it is an area of work that you are not familiar with it 
can be a ‘double whammy’.

RResearching and preparing for one or more grant applications can initially feel 
quite daunting. You may feel over-whelmed; and wonder whether the process is 
going to take up too much of your time – and what if that time and effort is          
unproductive! And at the same time all your other work is piling up!

There are no easy answers, but having a clear system, and process, can help you 
navigate the world of grant funding, whether that be looking for potential funders, 
researching potential funds or eventually, writing an application.

TheThere are many different grant funders, each with different requirements,          
different application processes and different priorities. But the one thing that 
tends to stay the same is the applicant organisation (that’s you!). By developing a 
clear vision of who you are, what you want to achieve, and recording some key    
information about your school or organisation, you can save yourself many hours 
of repetitive, boring work in the future, creating a little bit more time to work on 
the more creative side of the grant funding process.

‘If I need to do it mo‘If I need to do it more than once, I need to have a system’,

Your first task should be to develop a ‘School Fact File’. A straight forward list of 
key information that you will be asked to provide almost every time you complete 
a grant application.

Ideally, an electronic document – and even better if it can be placed in a shared 
folder, so that other people can add to, and access it too. This needs to be updated 
on a regular basis, at least once a year (put a note in your diary).

EssentialEssentially, this is a list of commonly asked questions – focused around bits of    
information that don’t tend to change very o en. If you don’t have the                     
information to hand, make a note of who does, and once you have worked 
through the document, contact them for any outstanding items.

Remember – if you are asked for the same information more than once, it is 
worth including in your fact file.

Be mindful of regulations such as GDPR when recording any personal data.

  

We all know too well the challenges of working in a busy school environment. You 
have just sat down, logged in through the several layers of security on your laptop, 
opened the document – and there is a knock at the door. Somebody needs a first 
aider, a child has lost their jumper, a parent has just turned up with some vital     
documents – and so the list goes on. Trying to focus on complex tasks can be    
challenging enough, but when it is an area of work that you are not familiar with it 
can be a ‘double whammy’.

R
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SCHOOL FACT FILE

Last updated on:

By:

Name of School:

Registered Address and postcode:

Website: 

Public Email addPublic Email address (usually your school office):

Public Contact Telephone number:

Social Media:

Twitter:

Facebook:

Legal Status: 

(Maintained School, Academy, Free School etc.) 

DDate the Organisation was Founded: 

Reference Numbers: (not all will be applicable) 

Company No:

Charity No:

DfE No:

OfSTED URN:

VAT registration No:

FinanceFinance

Annual income and expenditure (last financial year) dated:  
  
Total income:

Total expenditure:



Bank Details 

Name of Bank:

Address of bank:

Bank Account Name:

Bank Account Number:

Bank Account Sort Code:

PPeople involved 

Board of Governors:

Senior Leadership Team:

Number of full-time staff: 

Numbers of part-time staff:

Number of volunteers:

Your Community/Beneficiaries

MMember of Parliament Constituency:

Electoral Ward that your school is based in:
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Strategic Partnerships: 

These can differ greatly across regions, but try and find out which networks 
and partnerships your school is involved in. These could be Arts Networks, 
Sports Networks, Local Authority initiatives, Public Health networks etc. 
Even better if you can include a lead person for each partnership or network.

Current data and statistics:

ThisThis is just an example of some statistics that could be relevant to your 
school, every school is unique, and you may need to use your own judgement 
as to which data and statistics you include here. Eventually you will use this 
information to evidence that there is a need for an intervention, or to              
illustrate that there is a problem that needs to be solved. Just make sure you 
can provide evidence to back up any claims.

Number of children on roll:

Number of children from minority ethnic origin:

Number of children that speak English as an additional language:

Number of children entitled to Pupil Premium:

Number of children registered as SEND:
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Step 2 – Clarify your thoughts with a ‘Brain Dump’

You will need: Flipchart and pen

This activity can be done by individual members of staff, but also works                 
exceptionally well in a group setting such as a staff meeting or curriculum groups. 
Use a large sheet of paper/flipchart/whiteboard or a dedicated notebook and if 
possible, turn off any distractions (such as electronic devices, notifications etc.)

IIt can be useful to have a second piece of paper to hand, to make a note of all the other things 
that come to mind. This process does sometimes churn up other thoughts, that are not related 
to funding but are equally important. Just quickly jot these down on your other spread and 
move back to the task at hand.

1.  Set a timer to keep you focussed. I would suggest working in short bursts – no 
more than 25 minutes at a time.
 
2.2. Begin by creating a list, or a mind map considering the following points:

Write down anything and everything – don’t worry about how far-fetched, or un-
realistic it may seem at present – you are simply aiming to clear your thoughts.

A few prompts might include:
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Artsmark

- Don’t worry about the detail, just try and get as many ideas out of your
   head, and down on paper as you can.

- If your school has a development, or business plan - think about the
   areas that it covers - this exercise should compliment any existing plans.

- Don’t worry about the ‘how’ just yet (that comes later!)
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Step 3 - Prioritise and Clarify Your Goals

NNow that you have cleared your mind, and have all your ideas down on paper, it is 
time to make a little more sense of them and begin to develop a strategy. It can be 
very tempting in the world of funding to become reactive to all the opportunities 
that appear on your ‘radar’. But we are aiming to become proactive, not reactive, 
ensuring that our time and energy is focused upon actions that take us closer        
towards our goals. 

You will need: Your ‘brain dump’ and 3 different colour highlighter pens.

IIt is time to prioritise your ideas. Create a ‘key’ for yourself by assigning a different 
coloured pen to each of the following three categories:

  

Focus on the Must Have/Need to Have items first – and go through your 
brain-dump highlighting any items that are absolute priority; if you need a 
time-scale I would suggest limiting to the next 12 months. Be critical, and 
bear in mind that unless you can delegate to lots of other people, you simply 
can’t do everything at once.

PicPick up a different colour pen and highlight any items on your brain dump 
that you want to have or do, and consider whether these items or tasks can 
wait a while? Could you schedule these for year two?

Using your final colour, highlight the ‘would be nice to have’ items, these 
should be things that aren’t critical to the immediate future of your school, 
things that you can put off for when you create time in the future.

AsAs you go through this process, feel free to add, or take away any of the brain 
dump items. Perhaps you have had time to reflect, and some things just don’t 
seem relevant any more. Just draw a line through these or migrate them to a 
‘crazy wild dreams’ section!

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Step 4 - Finding your Perfect (funding) Match!

You will need: Access to the Internet/ Pen & Paper

As we all know, the perfect match rarely, if ever exists! When we are looking for 
potential funder’s we are generally trying to find one of the following traits:

How to look for funding:

LookinLooking for funding can feel overwhelming at first. It is very easy to become 
‘funding led’, and it can also become frustrating as you begin to discover that every 
funder has a different process, different guidelines, and a range of outcomes and 
parameters that they apply.

Keep to the forefront of your mind the items that you have highlighted on your 
‘brain dump’ as ‘Must Haves – but allow a bit of space at the back of your mind for 
would like to/would be nice to haves.

ThisThis triggers your ‘Reticular Activating System’ – a brain process that filters out 
the unnecessary information, enabling the important stuff to get through. This is 
precisely the reason why you need to follow steps 1 and 2 first! 

Stick to the mantra ‘Focus on the Essential – Eliminate the Rest’ (or at least put 
‘the rest’ to one side for a while).

DoDon’t try and do everything at once, and don’t try and apply for every grant you 
see available. Be picky, you are looking for a funding match, not a funding             
opportunity. The closer your project aligns with the funder’s guidelines and         
outcomes – the more chance you have of writing a succesful application. Don’t try 
and force a square peg into a round hole. An application is so much easier to write, 
and a project or activity is so much easier to deliver when you find a good match.

A funder that is passionate about what you do – this could be general, i.e. 
a funder that is dedicated to funding Art and Creativity. Alternatively, the 
funder may have very specific priorities, such as only providing grants for 
‘pre-School singing’, or grants for a broad range of related subjects such as 
‘The Arts’.

AA funder who doesn’t really care what you do – but does really care about 
the difference you make. This funder may be passionate about outcomes 
such as improving mental health, creating awareness about an issue, or 
changing outcomes for a specific community group. Funders may state a 
range of items that they do not fund but read between the lines. Arts and 
Creativity can, and are, o en used as a vehicle to develop other outcomes 
such as Fine Motor Skills, Mental Health & Wellbeing, Parental                     
EngaEngagement, Inter-personal Skills, Teamwork, Confidence and so on. Have 
a very careful think about the potential outcomes of your project or            
activity.

Usually, it will be a combination of these!

-

-

 
- 

18
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Where to look for funding: 

Google (or another search engine)

- Use specific search terms such as ‘grants for schools UK’, or ‘funding for arts 
and creativity’ – this isn’t particularly efficient, but will sometimes bring some 
useful results.

Online Database services – for example:

GrantGrantNav 

A free-to-use platform that brings together open, comparable grants data       
published using the 360Giving Standard. GrantNav makes it easy for people to 
search, explore and download the detail of who, where and how much for      
thousands of grants given by a wide range of UK grantmakers.
http://grantnav.threesixtygiving.org/ 

Third Sector Organisation/Local Authority/Government Websites

-- My Community www.mycommunity.org.uk 
- NCVO KnowHow www.knowhow.ncvo.org.uk 

E-newsletters, o en offered by Grant Funding Training Providers for example
- www.getgrants.org.uk 
- www.grantfinder.co.uk 

Practical Tips

1.1.  Set up a folder within your email in-box, name it ‘Grant Funding Research’ 
and apply a rule to all grant funding newsletters/sources you subscribe to, to be 
delivered to that specific folder, ensuring that these emails don’t clog up your 
email system. 

2. Schedule 30 minutes in your diary, on a regular basis for looking through 
these emails.

3. Work methodically through each funder’s website –

4.4. Use the checklist below to capture this information.

-

-
-

Directory of Social Change – Funds Online www.fundsonline.org.uk             
(subscription cost)
Grants Online www.grantsonline.org (subscription cost)
Funding Central www.fundingcentral.org.uk (subscription cost, free for 
small organisations)

Check the deadline.
Checked you are eligible to apply
Read ALL the guidelines? (Even if you have applied before – these 
o en change)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
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Checklist:
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Step 5 - Action Plan and Schedule

Many of us over estimate how much we can achieve in a day, under estimate 
what we can achieve in a month – and forget to think about the compound 
effect of multiple grant applications (and resulting projects) over a 12-month 
period, and longer!

ThisThis next step will help you manage your applications, projects, monitoring and 
evaluation over a longer-term basis. It’s about being aware of your workload; and 
unless you are a very lucky person, you are probably juggling many other projects 
activities and day to day life - in addition to funding applications.

Be mindful of the different stages of grant applications. You are likely to have     
several defined project stages that may include:

(i) Writing the application
(ii)(ii) Providing any extra information requested – or stage 2 applications
(iii) Delivering the project (fingers crossed!)
(iv) Gathering and submitting any monitoring and evaluation reports

Think about the other work/life commitments you have already and be realistic 
about the amount of time you can commit to each project, don’t overload yourself 
or you may become overwhelmed.

  

Using the template provided below, plan out the funding applications 
you would like to submit over the next 3 – 12 months. 

Check any deadlines for different funders – this will help you decide 
when you need to be gathering information, writing the application, 
and submitting the completed bid.

Keep it simple – just include the project name, the funder(s) you will be 
applying to, and any deadlines for submission.

1.

2.

3.



X
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STEP 6
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Step 6: Creating a Project Outline

Why bother?

Quite simply, it will save you time in the long run!

Particularly for larger projects, you may discover that you need to write multiple        
applications to receive the funding you are seeking. You may need to write different 
applications for different sections of the overall project.

YYou may come across several funders that are a ‘fairly good match’ – but their         
guidelines prevent you from applying for the full amount of funding you need.

Bear in mind that some funders will only part fund projects and:

A project outline will deter you from becoming ‘funding led’. This document provides 
the true vision for your project – what you and your school really want to do.
MaMany funders put strict parameters on what they will and wont fund, and the changes 
they want to see happen as a result. Developing a project outline will help you decide 
whether the Funder is a good match for your project and subsequent application; you 
will increase your chances of success by only applying to Funders that are a good 
match.

It will help you focus your thoughts supporting you to set visionary goals including:

IIt will help you shape your ideas, clarifying the reasons behind the project, helping you 
think through strategies and delivery methods and supporting you to analyse what   
systems and structures you have, need or want to develop.

If you leave your school, other staff will be able to pick up where you le  off, providing 
consistency and continuity and it will enable multiple people to apply to different 
funders (which means you don’t need to do it all yourself!)

The The following questions can be used as a guide to begin thinking in more depth about 
different aspects of your project. You will be able to use this information in future       
applications. Bullet points are fine for now but be mindful to capture the true essence 
of your project, what you want to do, why, and what difference it will make to your 
pupils, their families and your wider community.

Again, this can be done in a group setting – or you can ask specific members of staff to 
give you feedback for individual questions. 

AA grant application is at its strongest if the whole school understands, supports and 
contributes to the development of the application.

- Long term targets and outcomes
- Short term targets and outcomes

- Some funders will only fund whole projects
- Some funders will only fund revenue costs
- Some funders will only fund capital costs



Last updated:
By:

1. Describe your project ‘In a Nutshell’.

Focus on the project you are asking to be funded – not a description of your            
organisation.
- What you will do
-- What problem you will solve
- What difference it will make
(You may want to come back to this question at the end – this is effectively a         
summary)

2. What is the need for this project?

3. How can you prove that there is a need?

4. Will you be working in partnership with any other organisations?

55. Why does the project need to take place now?

6. What is the overall aim of the project?

7. How will you know if the project is successful?

8. What will you actually do?

9. Will participants be involved in the development and delivery of the project?

10. Will any volunteers be involved in the project?

11. How will you share the outcomes of your project?

12. 12. How will the project be evaluated?

13. What will happen when the project (or project funding) comes to an end?

14. Estimated start date of the project:

15. Estimated completion date of the project:

16. Key people involved and relevant experience:

17. What makes you the best organisation to deliver this project?

Finally,

DoDon’t forget to go back to question 1 and summarise all this information ‘In a       
Nutshell’! 

When summarising – you are trying to grab the reader’s attention.
You don’t want them to think ‘So What’!

You do want them to think –
‘This sounds intriguing, this sounds interesting, I’m looking forward to finding out more’.
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Read the application form all the way through before you begin – and make a 
note of some of the key questions, ideas that occur to you, or things you are 
unsure of.

Give your project a title that says what you will achieve, not what you are going 
to do. 

Read each question thoroughly, identify the key words and clarify what the 
funder really  wants to know?

HHow can you answer in a way that portrays your project and school in the most  
positive and  productive way?

When you are talking about ‘the need’, this generally refers to the need of the 
pupil, family,  or wider community, not the need for your school.

Have you answered every question? Go through each section, and just double 
check that  you have answered every question completely. Re-read the last  
sentence you wrote for each  question.

HHave you ticked every check-box?

Have you included every requested piece of supporting information – and 
nothing else?  (unless the funder encourages you to)

Have you asked somebody to proof read it for you?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.2.

3.

4.

Step 7 - Writing a Strong Application

‘TOP TIPS’ - Making a start on your application 

‘TOP TIPS’ - Before you submit your application

    

Final Thoughts…

Always keep a copy of your grant application

AAlways be honest, open and realistic about your project and the budget – do you 
have the capacity, knowledge and skills to complete this project.
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Step 8 – Grant Writing Top Tips and Useful Links

This step covers some of the common questions that schools ask. It is not a           
definitive guide, and if you want more in depth information, this is probably the 
time to book yourself one of the many Grant Funding Training Courses available. 
Ask your colleagues if they have any recommendation’s and check with your Local 
Authority for details of any local training available.

HHow do I evidence the need?

When you are talking about the need, this generally refers to the need of ‘the      
service user’, not the need of your organisation. If you want to attract some      
funding to develop a Whole School Arts Festival, then think about the needs of 
your pupils, their parents and the wider community. 

TheThe Need, could also be described as ‘The Problem’, what is the problem you are 
trying to solve? Can you provide evidence to show there is a problem, and what 
are you going to do about it?

Be careful not to claim anything that you can’t prove, you may need to provide     
evidence.

How can I demonstrate ‘Impact’ and the difference it will make:

WWhat difference will your project make to your pupils, their families, or the local 
communities? Think about both indirect and direct beneficiaries – how can your 
activity make a difference beyond its immediate participants?
Can you show that by providing this activity or early intervention that you will be 
preventing further problems taking place in the future?

How to write in plain, simple English

 

  

Assume your reader knows nothing about your school.

Avoid using jargon – and make your text as easy to understand as you are 
can. Don’t assume that your reader knows what KS1, Ed-Psych, SAT, NC, 
PSP means! 

Imagine Imagine a specific person that you are writing to, give them a name, make 
them real – keep that picture in your mind as you write. Will they              
understand what you are trying to put across?

Dra  your answer in a word document (or similar) so you can use the word 
count, spell checker and grammar checker functions.

DoesDoes your word processor have a ‘Read Aloud’ function? You may find this 
under the ‘Review’ tab. Listen to your content, does it flow, does it make 
sense?

Investigate online tools such as http://countwordsworth.com/                  
wordspersentence

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Keeping to the word count

• Check that it is a word count and not a character count!
• Divide the wordcount into chunks of 15 – 20 words (500 words = 25 sentences 
of around 20 words)
• Have a good think about the question you are trying to answer, and then list 25 
bullet points of information that you think are relevant.
•• Turn each bullet point into a sentence. Of course, you will still have to fine 
tune, but this should help you set off in the right direction. Make sure your most 
important sentences are at the beginning.

The basics of Grant Terminology 

Grant: A grant is not a gi. A grant is a sum of money awarded to achieve a specific 
purpose.

Inputs: The things your school will do to achieve the project

Outputs:Outputs: The activities or services that will take place as a result of your project or 
activity.

Outcome: The measurable difference your project or activity will make.

Objective: A clear goal, that can be defined and the results measured

Budget: An itemised list of anticipated income and expenses, and must closely     
reflect the project you have described in your application

CapitalCapital Funding: Funding that can help you construct or renovate a space or 
building

Revenue Funding: Costs relating to the delivery of your specific project or            
activity.

Sustainability: The measures you put in place to continue to make an impact once 
the project funding is finished.

Unrestricted Funds: Funding that can be spent on any of your schools priorities

CoCore Costs: Costs such as utilities or salaries, that are not directly linked to your 
project or activity, but are vital to your school as a whole.

Recommended Further Reading and Useful Links
Books:

Writing Better Fundraising Applications – A practical guide: Mike Eastwood and 
Michael Norton
ISBN 978-1-903991-97-8

WWebsites:

https://mycommunity.org.uk/ 
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Step 9 - Arts, Culture, Creative and Heritage Work in Schools

Your school staff, parents, pupils and local community are the biggest and best    
resource you will ever have. Full of ideas, inspiration and motivation, make sure 
you have regular conversations and capture their thoughts and aspirations. 

HHowever, we know that sometimes you will need a little more information. The 
funding landscape can change rapidly, strategies and policies are updated on a 
regular basis; it is almost impossible to develop a fully accurate, up to date list of 
grant funders.

TheThere are a few key organisations that will generally give up to date   information, 
useful links to grants, research and information. Check in with them on a regular 
basis, subscribe to their newsletters and make it a priority to contact your Local 
Authority and /or Local Cultural Education Partnership.

Information and research

https://weareive.org/ 

““We are IVE is a not-for-profit training company limited by guarantee. We have a 
20 year track record of developing the creative leadership skills that lead to        
sustained innovation. Our private, public and third sector clients have included 
the power, chemical, manufacturing, tech, military, cultural and service                  
industries. These training and consultancy services help fund our charitable      
programmes that support diverse and talented young people to enter                     
employment and develop their own creative leadership potential.”

https:https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/

“We champion, develop and invest in artistic and cultural experiences that enrich 
people's lives. We support activities across the arts, museums and libraries – from 
theatre to digital art, reading to dance, music to literature, and cra s to                  
collections.”

https://artuk.org/about/welcome 

““Art UK is a cultural education charity. We enable global audiences to learn about 
the UK’s national art collection. Our website is the showcase for art in every UK 
public collection and is a collaboration between over 3,250 British institutions.
The art you see on Art UK is for everyone – for enjoyment, learning and research.”
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https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/about-us/

“English Heritage cares for over 400 historic buildings, monuments and sites - 
from world-famous prehistoric sites to grand medieval castles, from Roman forts 
on the edges of the empire to a Cold War bunker. Through these, we bring the 
story of England to life for over 10 million people each year.”

https://www.historic-uk.com/CultureUK/

““With more than one million page views each month, we believe that we are now 
the largest on-line history magazine in the UK. We fully recognise however, that 
size is not everything and we pride ourselves on the historical accuracy of our       
articles. That said, as history may change as new evidence is found and                     
interpreted, so our articles are amended to reflect this. Our researchers and       
magazine authors are obviously a bunch of ‘very sad history nerds’ collected from 
very diverse backgrounds.”

https:https://www.ons.gov.uk/ 

The UK's largest independent producer of official statistics and the recognised    
national statistical institute of the UK.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-education/ 
services-information

Department for Education services information

Funding

TheThe Arts Council provide a useful ‘funding finder’ function that is regularly         
updated.
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/funding/funding-finder 

The National Community Lottery is a great place to start for arts, culture and     
heritage related funding.
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/

YYouth Music is a national charity investing in music-making projects for children 
and young people (aged 0-25) experiencing challenging circumstances.
https://www.youthmusic.org.uk/ 

Local Funding

LocalLocal Trust Funds, Community Foundations, Local businesses – all of these and 
more can o en offer grants to schools, Friends of, PTA’s and other community    
organisations. You will need to see for yourself what is available in your local area, 
but a good place to start can be your Local Authority website, Local Councillors 
and other schools in your area.

  

Local Trust Funds, Community Foundations, Local businesses – all of these and 
more can o en offer grants to schools, Friends of, PTA’s and other community    
organisations. You will need to see for yourself what is available in your local area, 
but a good place to start can be your Local Authority website, Local Councillors 
and other schools in your area.
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Quick Start Task List 

Initial preparation
 

Writing your application

  

o

o

o

o

o

o

oo

o

o

o

o

o

o

oo

o

o

o

Create a list of existing and potential partners

Identify the different ways your school communicates with ‘the outside world’ 

Identify the key systems for monitoring and evaluation already in place.

Identify the key problems your school wishes to solve by generating further 
income.

Develop a ‘School Fact File’

Conduct Conduct a ‘Brain Dump’

Set up a research folder within your email in-box

Apply a rule to all grant funding newsletters/sources you subscribe to, to be    
delivered to that specific folder 

Schedule 30 minutes in your diary, on a regular basis for looking through these 
emails.

Create a timeline

CCreate a project outline

Research

Start your application

Proofread

Submit

Celebrate

Reflect
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This guide was created in partnership with Lisa Jagger. 
To find out more about Lisa visit 
www.straightforwardfunding.com 




